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Alone
 
Why do I feel  can this  always say you will always be here for me. When I need
you the most you are not here. So I feel all imes I feel like a burden on you.
Though you are so far away. I know in my heart I am not alone because I know
your always thinking of me.
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Friends
 
Life can be so hard. Life can be so easy. But for me it seems to be always  my
life ever change I don't  God know what he has plan for me.I don't understand
why friends come and  I that bad of a person that people only stay around to see
what I will give out or what i won't give out. I don't know. i guess true friends
are hard to find in this world. So the only thing I can do is to go with my life and
forget about certain people and friends and stop caring for them as well.
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Graduation
 
Our days are coming to an end. As we graduation we go our separate ways. we
are about to travel different roads and heading for new adventure and paths. We
will be friends  sometimes when we look back of all of our memories we have
shared. The talks, hugs, and just hanging se of you I am the person I have been
come. When the times got rough and I was wanted to quit you was their for me
to help me through. Friends don't let friends down they help anyway they can.
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If I Had A Pair Of Wings.
 
I wish I had a pair of wings i could fly to the Lord and just sis and talk face to
face. But I know if I close my eyes I could see him.If I would just believe
anything is possible. And I had a pair of wings i could sit on my grandpa dula's
lap and listen to the story's he always told us as  to have him wrap his arms
around me and tell me that everything will be ok. I don't know is I should run or
hide. it seems like friends come and go and they don't ever stay in touch even
through they say they would so who do you believe everyone everyone or no
one. I don't understand why family don't keep in touch they all seem to fade
away.
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